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Content
Context – what are these concepts and how can they help us grow
into the future?

Conclusion - the future depends on practice which in turn depends
on knowledge, and working with those who have such knowledge
and can help us get such knowledge
Example – understanding the life history traits of plant species of
interest as part of our forward thinking and planning

Species drift – as genetic drift
Genetic
drift (allelic drift or the Wright effect) is the change in the frequency of an
existing gene variant (allele) in a population due to random chance.

Genetic drift may cause gene variants to disappear completely and thereby reduce genetic
variation. It can also cause initially rare genes to become much more frequent and even
fixed.
Describes random fluctuations in the frequencies of gene variants in populations, which
can eventually cause a population of organisms to be genetically distinct from its original
population and result in the formation of a new species.
At the structural level, genetic change appears at the organism level and is expressed at
the population level. Phenotypic changes are the result of genetic change, and every
change requires some sort of external force … climate change (direct and indirectly)

Species drift – more generally
- The way that species in geographical regions may change and how the occurrence of
individual species change as they disperse/establish across the landscape?

- How do species move or disperse around the landscape, and establish individually and
as communities of multiple species, in addition to humans deliberately moving them?
- Specifically, how will species respond to periods of drought, flood, changing water
availability, changing seasons, changed temperature ranges, and greater variability
and episodic events?

- Have retained the reference to genetic drift as the movement of species will be
influenced by their genetic makeup, including mutations and adaptation to changed
conditions – nature is not static at the gene level.

Adaptability
Variability in respect to, or under the influence of, external conditions; susceptibility of
an organism to that variation whereby it becomes suited to or fitted for its conditions of
environment; the capacity of an organism to be modified by circumstances.

Understanding how species respond to environmental changes is a major challenge in
ecology & revegetation practice, and under climate change.
What is the adaptability or flexibility of an organism? Flexibility stems from
phenotypic (observable characteristics) plasticity, the ability of an organism with a
given genotype (genetic type) to change its phenotype (observable characteristics) in
response to changes in its habitat, or to move to a different habitat. The degree of
flexibility is inherited, and varies between individuals.

Adaptation space
The organization of interactions among species that occur together can influence their
chances to adapt to novel conditions. Evidence that the ecological dynamics within a
population can facilitate persistence of groups of species rather than entire communities.
Limited knowledge to identify groups of species that are able to adapt to new
environments through a re-organization of their interactions. Knowing this could be
valuable for ‘growing into the future’ or restoring degraded landscapes – knowing about
the environmental conditions that are compatible with the groups persistence through the
reorganization of interactions among species within the group.
The larger the adaptation space of a group, the more likely it is to adapt to a novel
environment. The interactions in adjacent community outside of a group could provide
structural constraints.
Based on Cenci et al 2018 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtbi.2017.10.016

What do we need to know to assess the adaptability of plant species
Much of what we would do locally would be based on observations of the phenotypic
features of the species – especially plant form or life history traits
- growth characteristics annual / perennial
- reproductive characteristics – seed / vegetative
- flowering, seeding & germination

Responses to environmental conditions – ability to reproduce and spread
- temperature, rainfall etc
- soil characteristics – nutrients, particle size, micro elements
- presence of other species
AND genetic structure / hybridisation – nature at work

The climate emergency

Evolution of global mean surface temperature
(GMST) over the period of instrumental
observations IPCC 2018

Hence how do we grow into a climate ready future when we have species
drift (genetic and generally) and adaptability?
Assumption – our ecosystems are vulnerable to climate change, at different rates and
extent. Can we make use of species drift and adaptability to ameliorate the impacts of
critical and most vulnerable ecosystems, species or groups of species? We will and we
will try to over ride nature and move things, as they move themselves.

Before doing so we need to assess the vulnerability of the ecosystems and their
components (not everything will change at the same rate) and make decisions about
what actions are needed, what species will change, and what species will adapt
genetically (phenotypically) and move (migrate) or can be introduced?

We do have a lot of knowledge – scientific knowledge (how much and for what
species?) and local knowledge (about our species, and species from elsewhere).

Lets look at local knowledge – likely an under recognised resource and also just as
likely incredibly valuable if it can be shared and used to manage changes in our
vegetation (and habitats); collate and share such information in effective ways –
identify custodians and implement ways to recognise this and share and use … who is
doing this? Land managers, scientific experts working with local experts in an
equitable way … that’s been said before … could be seen as a form of citizen science.
There is another part to this – many ecosystems have been modified or degraded and
will change further under climate change. Growing into a sustainable future will also
depend on how we restore these ecosystems, and in the process limit the impact of
climate change … species drift and adaptability important for restoration.

To conclude – link the comments about plant life history traits to local knowledge
The ‘traits’ example is a formal way of assessing plant establishment and growth, and
parallels what comprises local knowledge…. Think about (if you are not already ahead
of me) what local plant experts are telling us, or could tell us …

They are telling us, based on knowledge and experience, how plants grow, and where in
our region, and what is different between responses in different locations, under
different conditions, and between seasons and years … Can we work with them to share
it in an effective way? I’ll leave the mechanisms for doing this to another day – today is
about recognising that we have a valuable source of information, expertise, and a
parallel effort to the complex research that could go into species drift and adaptability.
To grow into the future could we do better than feed off existing knowledge while we
sow the seeds of further knowledge? Our local communities have a lot of knowledge …
but not everything we will benefit from knowing …

